President's Message

In the past few decades, Asia has quickly evolved into a dominant economic region which has catapulted its legal market’s significance for all IADC members. The IADC Board recognizes the need to provide greater value to our members in Asia, to further strengthen our membership in Asia, and to enhance the IADC brand in Asia. To that end, the IADC Board has established the IADC Asia Initiative to reach our goals and further secure our reputation as the leading invitation-only legal organization for Asian counsel representing business interests. The IADC has asked former president Tripp Haston to lead the organization in these efforts with essential support from our members in the region and other former Board members and International Committee Chairs.

To launch this initiative, the IADC will be holding a regional meeting in Hong Kong on October 20-21, 2016 during the annual Hong Kong
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The IADC is very pleased to introduce a new product that will provide a real and substantial value to members and their firms. The IADC has issued the Third Edition of the *Defense Counsel Training Manual* which is currently available online in PDF in the Members Only section of the IADC website. The PDF version is free to all members as a benefit of membership. The *Defense Counsel Training Manual* will also be available for purchase soon in a bound printed version as well as an e-reader version.

The *Defense Counsel Training Manual* is a compendium of articles by many of our IADC thought leaders with useful information and tips for trial lawyers on every part of handling a case from beginning to end. The book contains more than 500 pages that reflect the collective wisdom and experience of some of the most accomplished civil defense lawyers.

First published in 1989 with the Second Edition to follow in 1994, the *Defense Counsel Training Manual* became known as “the defense lawyer’s bible.” Requests for the Second Edition continued long after the IADC stopped printing it.

The Third Edition has been more than a year and a half in the making, and we appreciate of all the authors, the Editorial Board, and the staff who put in countless hours to bring this publication back to life and into the hands of the 21st century lawyer.

Recent Event Recaps

The **Corporate Counsel Training Academy**, a new program for 2016 held with Georgetown Law CLE, took place June 16 and 17 at Georgetown University Law Center in Washington, DC. Seventy-one attendees participated in the program. The conference was designed for lawyers new to the legal corporate department to teach skills and aptitudes they would need to succeed in the corporate environment.

The **Insurance Bermuda Triangle Event** was held in conjunction with the IADC’s Annual Meeting on July 12. The event addressed the latest insurance issues and programming discussed emerging trends in the industry. The event featured morning programming at The Fairmont Southampton and afternoon programming along with a cocktail reception at XL Catlin. One hundred and sixteen registrants participated in the event.
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE COUNSEL COLLEGE // 13 - 14 OCTOBER // BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

The International Corporate Counsel College brings together in-house counsel and their law firm counterparts for two days of education and discussion on the latest legal issues affecting global companies. This year’s program will be held October 13 and 14 in Brussels. The programming was developed by Director Paul Lefebvre of Hanotiau & Van Den Berg in Brussels, Belgium, along with an advisory board of in-house counsel representing companies throughout Europe and North America.

The selected program topics this year center on the theme “The Facts: How Do I Process Them? How Do I Store Them? How Do I Discover Them? And Can I Lie About Them?” and topics include cross-border discovery; compliance with data protection laws; analyzing important cases such as Google Spain, Welthimmo, Facebook and Schrems; and data issues in the EU and US.

The location of the meeting is also exceptional. Brussels has a vibrant, multi-cultural atmosphere. The city is full of heritage, including medieval and art nouveau architecture, gastronomy (chocolate, beer, and fine-dining), art, and fashion. While you are in Brussels for the College, we encourage you to walk the cobbled streets and enjoy everything the location has to offer. An optional tour of the city of Ghent is also available on Saturday, October 15 to further explore Belgium.

You will not want to miss this opportunity to see your international friends and colleagues and to network and make new contacts. Registration is open and program details are available on the IADC website at www.iadclaw.org.
International Professional Liability Roundtable - Brand New Program!

The International Professional Liability Roundtable, presented in partnership with PLUS Europe, will be held on November 28. This program will explore various topics of interest to both the insurance market as well as insureds in the financial, professional, and commercial marketplace as well as those who serve their legal needs.

The program will take place simultaneously in London, Paris, and Zurich with videoconferencing connecting the different locations' audiences and speakers. The program will begin at 9:00 a.m. in London/10:00 a.m. in Paris and Zurich and will include six program sessions, a lunch break, and a cocktail reception.

Topics covered will include Class/Group Actions and Settlement Mechanisms; Third Party Litigation Funding; The Panama Papers; Cyber Liability; Securities Litigation and D&O Policies; and The Implications of Brexit.

More information and registration will be available for all locations soon on the IADC website.

2016 Annual Meeting Highlights

Thank you to everyone who worked so hard to put on the 2016 Annual Meeting in Bermuda. It was a huge success with relevant programming and many fun social events. Thank you to our planning team - Joe and Karen O'Neil, John T. and Sharon Lay, and Mark and Anne Beebe. We also thank our many sponsors: SEA, Ltd., Exponent, Thomas G. Oakes Associates, Discovia, JurySync, and Frosch Travel Management. If you call on these sponsors, make sure they know you saw them at the IADC Annual Meeting! Click the photo to the right to open the photo gallery of Annual Meeting photos. To view all the photos from the event, click here.
On Demand Education: IADC Webinars

IADC Webinars offer members and their colleagues and clients the opportunity to view complimentary educational programs about hot topics from anywhere around the world. Our upcoming Webinar schedule from September through January includes more than 10 great programs that will cover topics such as ERISA and controlling costs in high exposure cases. Make sure to take advantage of this member benefit by visiting the Webinar page on the IADC website to look at the schedule and register for these sessions.

We are now also recording our Webinars in order for members to be able to view them or reference them later. Please visit our Past Webinar Materials page under the "Members Only" section of the website to view the recordings. If a Webinar has a recording, you will find the link for it under each Webinar listing. Recordings will be posted two weeks after a Webinar takes place.

IADC Releases Findings From 2016 Inside/Outside Counsel Relationship Survey

Seeking a better understanding of the relationship between lawyers in corporate legal departments and lawyers in law firms, the IADC conducted its Inside/Outside Counsel Relationship Survey for a second time.

The 2016 report-card style survey had inside and outside counsel respondents evaluate themselves in general, communication, and financial categories. Respondents had to also evaluate their counterparts in the same categories. The survey explored their working relationship with a view towards making that relationship more valuable and productive for both parties.

The 2016 survey also looked at the outsourcing of legal work from inside counsel to outside counsel, which is something that was examined in the 2015 survey.

For a PDF copy of the 2016 IADC Inside/Outside Counsel Relationship Survey report, click here.

The 2016 IADC Inside/Outside Counsel Relationship survey has been featured in articles on Law360, General Counsel News, Corporate Counsel, and Indiana Lawyer.
44th Annual Trial Academy Recap

The 44th Annual Trial Academy took place from July 30 to August 5 at Stanford Law School in Palo Alto, California. Eighty-four students and 13 faculty members participated in mock trial exercises. Top-notch demonstrations were given on opening and closing arguments, and direct and cross examinations of expert and lay witnesses. Faculty and students enjoyed learning from each other and getting to know other trial lawyers.

Students were impressed by just how close the week came to creating the atmosphere surrounding a real trial. By day four, everyone began feeling the effects of sleeping very little, performing a specific element of trial each day, and networking in the evening between preparation periods for the next day's exercises. However, the investment of time and energy was definitely paying off and sharpening their trial skills.

The faculty named themselves The MisFritz after their leader Fritz Zimmer of King & Spalding in San Francisco. Students praised the attention they received from their faculty advisor and praised the practical insight they provided. The faculty became mentors as each group of faculty and students bonded into strong units. The affection and respect was obvious during the closing dinner as each faculty member stood with pride and recounted an anecdote from his or her group.

Next year, Lyn Pruitt of Mitchell Williams in Little Rock, Arkansas will serve as the 45th Annual Trial Academy Director. Special recognition goes out to this year's faculty members for the generous donation of their time and expertise: Rebecca Weinstein Bacon, Christopher D. Brown, Mark S. Cheffo, Molly Hughes Cherry, Karen R. Glickstein, Wendy D. May, William C. McGowin, Raymond G. Mullady, Jr., Kenneth A. Murphy, Curtis L. Ott, Richard A. Schneider, Stephen W. Vescovo, and William Curtis Webb. The IADC also thanks its sponsors FTI Consulting and RGL Forensics.
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
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Bodyfelt Mount
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Abby Adams Byelick Mueller LLP
Saint Petersburg, FL USA

**Kim M. Boyle**
Phelps Dunbar LLP
New Orleans, LA USA

**Paul A. Bradley**
Maron Marvel Bradley & Anderson LLC
Wilmington, DE USA

**David L. Brown**
Huie, Fernambucq & Stewart LLP
Birmingham, AL USA

**Nicholas Carden**
Techtronic Industries North America, Inc.
Anderson, SC USA

**Stuart Cohen**
Bennett, Aiello & Cohen
Miami, FL USA

**Andrew B. Cooke**
Flaherty, Sensabaugh & Bonasso
Charleston, WV USA

**Sneha Desai**
BASF Corporation
Florham Park, NJ USA

**Peter M. Donnelly**
Ingersoll Rand Company
Davidson, NC USA

**Shaji M. Eapen**
Morgan Melhuish Abrutyn
Livingston, NJ USA

**James A. Edwards**
Pilot-Thomas Logistics
Fort Worth, TX USA

**Gbolahan Elias**
G. Elias & Co
Lagos Island, Nigeria

**Cheryl A. Falvey**
Crowell Moring
Washington, DC USA

**A. Kirk Gasperecz**
Adams and Reese LLP
New Orleans, LA USA

**Alexander Geisler**
Duane Morris LLP
London, England

**Lucy Gordon**
MME Legal Tax Compliance
Zurich, Switzerland

**William B. Graham**
Carr Allison
Tallahassee, FL USA

**Joseph M. Hamilton**
Mirick O’Connell DeMallie & Lougee, LLP
Worcester, MA USA

**Peter Heckel**
Hengeler Mueller
Frankfurt Am Main, Germany

*Click on a new member's name to view their firm or LinkedIn profile.*
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

James E. Hooper  
Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell LLP  
Denver, CO USA

Charles I. Joseph  
Baxter, Baker, Sidle Conn & Jones, P.A.  
Baltimore, MD USA

Jeff Jurca  
Jurca and Lashuk, LLC  
Columbus, OH USA

P. Alden Kellogg  
Peoples Health  
Metairie, LA USA

William G. Kelly  
Goldberg Segalla LLP  
White Plains, NY USA

Emily Turner Landry  
Verso Corporation  
Memphis, TN USA

Timothy R. Linkous  
Shuman, McCuskey & Slicer, PLLC  
Morgantown, WV USA

Jeffrey Patton Lisenby  
ProAssurance Corporation  
Birmingham, AL USA

Martin Manzano  
Manzano, Lópeza Saavedra & Ramírez Calvo  
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Gregg Mayer  
Phelps Dunbar LLP  
Jackson, MS USA

Ronald Mazariegos  
Arrowpoint Capital  
Charlotte, NC USA

Alan S. Miller  
Picadio Sneath Miller & Norton, P.C.  
Pittsburgh, PA USA

James F. Murdica  
Barnes & Thornburg LLP  
Chicago, IL USA

Simon Ndiaye  
HMN & Partners  
Paris, France

Eddee Ng  
Tan Kok Quan Partnership  
Singapore, Singapore

Maria Orlyk  
CMS Reich-Rohrwig Hainz  
Kyiv, Ukraine

Connie Pfeiffer  
Beck Redden  
Houston, TX USA

Scott D. Provencher  
Mitchell, Williams, Selig, Gates & Woodyard PLLC  
Little Rock, AR USA

Amanda Quayle  
McDougall Gauley LLP  
Regina, SK Canada

Matthew J. Reh  
Armstrong Teasdale LLP  
Saint Louis, MO USA

Vincent Scaglione, Jr.  
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.  
Pittsburgh, PA USA

George Schell  
The Coca-Cola Company  
Atlanta, GA USA

Click on a new member’s name to view their firm or LinkedIn profile.
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Jordan D. Shea
Williams Montgomery & John Ltd.
Chicago, IL USA

Allison Singh
Quality King Distributors, Inc.
Bellport, NY USA

Michael Sistrunk
McCranie, Sistrunk, Anzelmo, Hardy, Maxwell & McDaniel P.C.
New Orleans, LA USA

Erik W. Snapp
Dechert LLP
Chicago, IL USA

Ann Songer
Shook, Hardy & Bacon L.L.P.
Kansas City, MO USA

John S. Stiff
Stiff, Keith & Garcia, LLC
Albuquerque, NM USA

Travis B. Swearingen
Butler Snow
Nashville, TN USA

George Talarico
Locke Lord LLP
Morristown, NJ USA

Elizabeth Taylor
Flaherty, Sensabaugh & Bonasso
Charleston, WV USA

Minos Van Joolingen
Banning N.V.
Hertogenbosch, Netherlands

Jeanne E. Walker
Shell Oil Company
Houston, TX USA

Mollie Nolan Werwas
Kopon Airdo, LLC
Chicago, IL USA

Patricia Wheeler
Great Lakes Higher Education Corporation and Affiliates
Madison, WI USA

Kristen Wright
AutoZone, Inc.
Memphis, TN USA

Sandra J. Wunderlich
Stinson Leonard Street LLP
Saint Louis, MO USA

Thank You to Our Sponsors

Altep, Inc.
Berkeley Research Group, LLC
Discovia
Exponent
Frosch Travel Management
FTI Consulting
InCourt Technologies
JurySync
Minnesota Lawyers Mutual
MRC
RGL Forensics
SEA, Ltd.
Thomas G. Oakes Associates
Tsongas Litigation Consulting
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Arbitration Week. In addition, on October 22, 2016, the IADC will hold its inaugural Chinese Corporate Counsel Symposium (CCCS) in Shenzhen, China, a booming metropolis of eleven million people just north of Hong Kong and the headquarters to numerous Chinese multi-national companies. The CCCS will be supported and hosted by the Shenzen Bar Association. Finally, in May 2017, the IADC will hold another Asia Regional Meeting in Singapore. Going forward, it will be the IADC’s intent to hold two Regional Meetings annually in Asia as an essential part of the Asia Initiative.

The IADC recognizes the importance of this large legal market to our members and will commit the resources necessary to ensure the continued growth and success of the IADC in this important region.

**SAVE THE DATE**

**2017 Midyear Meeting**
February 18 - 23
JW Marriott-Camelback
Scottsdale, Arizona USA

**2017 Annual Meeting**
July 9 - 14
Fairmont Le Château Frontenac
Québec City, Québec Canada
**IADC Successes**

**Michael A. Hamilton**, Partner at Goldberg Segalla LLP, was elected as a Fellow of the American College of Coverage and Extracontractual Counsel.

**Madeleine McDonough**, Partner at Shook, Hardy & Bacon, has been elected to a five-year term as chair at the firm.

**Richard Smith**, a partner at Christian & Small LLP, was appointed to Samford University's Board of Overseers.

**Leta Gorman** joined the Portland office of Betts Patterson & Mines as a director.

**Cliff Greene**, of Greene Espel PLLP, was appointed to the Board of Trustees of Mitchell Hamline School of Law.

**Sharon Stuart**, of Christian & Small LLP, was named President-Elect of the Alabama Defense Lawyers Association.

**Larry Smith**, of Southern Trial Counsel, PLC, was awarded the G. Kirk Haas Humanitarian Award from Florida Bar Association.

**Bill Robinson**, of Frost Brown Todd LLC, was named Chair of the American Bar Association's Standing Committee on the American Judicial System.

Tucker Ellis partner **Sherry Knutson** was elected a Fellow of the International Society of Barristers.

Collins Einhorn Farrell PC attorney **David C. Anderson** was sworn in as President of the Oakland County Bar Association in June. He, along with fellow firm attorney **Michael J. Sullivan**, have been named to the 2016 Michigan Super Lawyers list.

**Scott Marrs** was named the Regional Managing Partner - Texas for Akerman LLP law firm.

McDermott Will & Emery senior counsel **Michael Pope** was acknowledged in a proclamation presented by the Governor of Illinois.

**Mike Weston**, of Lederer Weston Craig, PLC, was elected President of the National Foundation for Judicial Excellence.

**Connie Lewis Lensing** will receive the Citation of Distinguished Alumni Award from the University of Arkansas in October.

**Connie Pfeiffer**, a partner at Beck Redden LLP, has been included in Benchmark Litigation's new accolade "Under 40 Hot List."

**Roy Alan Cohen**, a principal at Porzio, Bromberg & Newman, P.C., was elected as Vice-Chair of the American Bar Association Tort, Trial and Insurance Practice Section.

**M.C. Sungaila**, of Haynes and Boone, LLP, was appointed as a Commissioner for the ABA Center for Racial and Ethnic Diversity.

*Click on the member's name to view their firm or LinkedIn profile.*

Who's Who Legal released their Product Liability Defence 2016 where they recognized nearly 500 practitioners for their product liability defence work. Who's Who Legal acknowledged and recognized 16 individuals that stand out as among the most highly regarded. Of the 16 recognized, 14 were IADC members. They include: Quentin Urquhart, Jr., Irwin Fritchie, Urquhart & Moore (USA); Bruce Parker, Venable LLP (USA); David Dukes, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough (USA); Christy Jones, Butler Snow (USA); Edward Sledge, III, McDowell Knight Roedder & Sledge (USA); Donald "Fritz" Zimmer, Jr., King & Spalding (USA); Lyn Pruitt, Mitchell Williams Selig Gates & Woodyard (USA); Colin Loveday, Clayton Utz (Australia); Gordon McKee, Blake Cassels & Graydon (Canada); Thomas Rouhette, Hogan Lovells (France); Stuart Clark, Clayton Utz (Australia); Peter Pliszka, Fasken Martineau DuMoulin (Canada); Roddy Bourke, McCann FitzGerald (Ireland); and Alessandro Giorgetti, Studio Legale Giorgetti (Italy).

In the 2016 edition of Chambers USA, Cal Watson, of Sowell Gray, was ranked as a leader in his field in the area of general commercial litigation. Alex Hagan, of Ellis & Winters, was named a “leader in the field” in the guide for litigation.

Click on the member's name to view their firm or LinkedIn profile.
Congratulations to Our New Committee Chairs!

**Alternative Dispute Resolution**
**M. Todd Lowther**  
Balch & Bingham LLP  
Birmingham, AL USA  
tlowther@balch.com

**Amicus Curiae**
**M.C. Sungaila**  
Haynes and Boone, LLP  
Costa Mesa, CA USA  
mc.sungaila@haynesboone.com

**Appellate Practice**
**Robert A. Brundage**  
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP  
San Francisco, CA USA  
robert.brundage@morganlewis.com

**Business Litigation**
**Christopher C. Lam**  
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP  
Charlotte, NC USA  
clam@bradley.com

**Civil Justice Response**
**Mark Behrens**  
Shook, Hardy & Bacon, LLP  
Washington, DC USA  
mbehrens@shb.com

**Class Actions and Multi-Party Litigation**
**Helen Kathryn Downs**  
Butler Snow  
Birmingham, AL USA  
hk.downs@butlersnow.com

**Construction Law and Litigation**
**Thomas V. McCarron**  
Semes, Bowen & Semmes  
Baltimore, MD USA  
tmccarron@semmes.com

**Corporate Counsel**
**Thomas "Trea" W. Southerland, III**  
Federal Express Corporation  
Memphis, TN USA  
trea.southerland@fedex.com

**DCJ Board of Editors**
**Michael Franklin Smith**  
McAfee & Taft  
Tulsa, OK USA  
michael.smith@mcafeetaft.com

**Diversity**
**Monica A. Frois**  
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC  
New Orleans, LA USA  
mfrois@bakerdonelson.com

**Drug, Device and Biotechnology**
**Douglas J. Moore**  
Irwin Fritchie Urquhart & Moore LLC  
New Orleans, LA USA  
dmoore@irwinllc.com

**Employment Law**
**Jeffrey M. Beemer**  
Dickinson Wright, PLLC  
Nashville, TN USA  
jbeemer@dickinsonwright.com

**Environmental and Energy Law**
**Walter H. Boone**  
Balch & Bingham LLP  
Jackson, MS USA  
wboone@balch.com

**In-House and Law Firm Management**
**Martin J. Healy**  
Sedgwick LLP  
Newark, NJ USA  
martin.healy@sedgwicklaw.com

**Insurance and Reinsurance**
**Elizabeth "Lisa" J. Bondurant**  
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP  
Atlanta, GA USA  
lisa.bondurant@wcsr.com

---

*Click the Chair's name to view their firm profile or their email address to contact them directly.*
Congratulations to Our New Committee Chairs!

Insurance Executives
David M. Siesko
Arch Insurance
Jersey City, NJ USA
dsesko@archinsurance.com

Intellectual Property
Alex J. Hagan
Ellis & Winters
Raleigh, NC USA
alex.hagan@elliswinters.com

International
Paul Lefebvre
Hanotiau & Van Den Berg
Brussels, Belgium
paul.lefebvre@hvdb.com

International Arbitration
Sitpah Selvaratnam
Tommy Thomas
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
sitpah@tommythomas.net

Medical Defense and Health Law
R. Douglas Vaughn
Deutsch, Kerrigan & Stiles, L.L.P.
Gulfport, MS USA
dvaughn@deutschkerrigan.com

International Arbitration
Martin Carrizosa
Prieto & Carrizosa S.A.
Bogota, Colombia
mcarrizosa@prietocarrizosa.com

Medical Defense and Health Law
Michael D. Crim
McNeer, Highland, McMunn and Varner, LC
Clarksburg, WV USA
mdcrim@wvlawyers.com

International Arbitration
Stephanie M. Rippee
Watkins & Eager PLLC
Jackson, MS USA
srippee@watkinseager.com

Professional Liability
J. Calhoun Watson
Sowell Gray Stepp & Laffitte, LLC
Columbia, SC USA
cwatson@sowellgray.com

Product Liability
Robert F. Redmond, Jr.
McGuireWoods LLP
Richmond, VA USA
rredmond@mcguirewoods.com

Social Justice Pro Bono
Peter J. Pizzi
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Newark, NJ USA
ppizzi@thewalshfirm.com

Technology
EJL Law
Oklahoma City, OK USA
ejl@ejllaw.com

Toxic and Hazardous Substances Litigation
James W. Shelton
Phelps Dunbar LLP
Jackson, MS USA
sheltonj@phelps.com

Transportation
Mary Anne Mellow
Sandberg Phoenix & Von Gontard P.C.
Saint Louis, MO USA
mmellow@sandbergphoenix.com

Trial Techniques and Tactics
Christopher A. Kenney
Kenney & Sams, P.C.
Boston, MA USA
cakenney@KandSlegal.com

White Collar Defense and Investigation
Michael W. Magner
Jones Walker LLP
New Orleans, LA USA
mmagner@joneswalker.com

Click the Chair's name to view their firm profile or their email address to contact them directly.
IADC RESOURCES  Here's the latest IADC resources since the last issue of the Docket:

WEBINARS
- ACA & Bodily Injury Claims, Litigation Developments Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow: June 8 (Presentation and Recording)
- Effective Use of Surveillance in Litigation: June 29 (Presentation and Recording)
- Turf Wars: The Growing Attack on Synthetic Turf Crumb Rubber: September 7 (Presentation and Recording)

COMMITTEE NEWSLETTERS
From May 19 to September 7, IADC Committees published 19 newsletters. The following Committees published newsletters during this time: Alternative Dispute Resolution; Business Litigation; Civil Justice Response; Drug, Device and Biotechnology; Employment Law; Insurance and Reinsurance; International; Medical Defense and Health Law; Technology; Toxic and Hazardous Substances Litigation; and Trial Techniques and Tactics.

To view the newsletters, please click on the Committee to go to its Committee Business page where the newsletters are archived. If you would like to join a Substantive Law Committee, please email Maria Juarez, Administrative Assistant, at mjuarez@iadclaw.org.

AMICUS BRIEFS
- IADC amicus brief filed: ABM Industries, Inc. v. Marley Castro and Lucia Marmolejo (June 24)
To read about this amicus curiae brief, view the Recent IADC Amicus Briefs section on the Amicus Curiae page on the IADC website.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
The Medical Defense and Health Law Committee created a 50 State Medical Defense and Health Law Quick Reference Guide that provides information on the 50 U.S. states, as well as D.C.

To access the guide, click here. This guide, along with other Quick Reference Guides, can be found on the Quick Reference Guide page under the Members Only section of the IADC website.
IADC In The News

**ERISA Preemption: Don't Tread on My Uniform System of Plan Administration** by Elizabeth J. Bondurant and John G. Perry (May 19)

**6 Supreme Court Cases Every BigLaw Attorney Should Watch** featuring M.C. Sungaila (June 3)

**Crumb rubber turf wars: The attack on synthetic turf playing fields** by William L. Anderson and Cheryl A. Falvey (June)

**Clipping the Law** featuring Martin J. Healy (June)

**Replicas and animations can help present a winning case** featuring Quentin F. Urquhart, Jr. (June 1)

**A New Justice Dominates Oral Arguments in Wake of Scalia’s Death** featuring M.C. Sungaila and Mark Fleming (June 10)

**Recent Drug Litigation - Marijuana Products** by Tammy J. Meyer (June 20)

**Tyson Foods Inc. v. Bouaphakeo: Employees win on liability, but will they ultimately bring home the bacon?** by Eve B. Masinter and Rachael M. Coe (June 21)

**Survey of International Litigation Procedures: A Reference Guide** (June 21)

**The Top Supreme Court Dissents of the Term** featuring M.C. Sungaila (June 27)

**A Divided Court Finds New Ways to be Unanimous** featuring M.C. Sungaila (June 27)

**OSHA's "Nudge" on Workplace Safety - The impact on drug testing in the construction setting** by Thomas More Buckley (June 29)

**Are arbitration clauses in financial contracts going 'bye, bye, bye'?** By Dana C. Lumsden and Edward S. Sledge (July 11)

*The IADC is investing resources into a PR firm to help place IADC members as experts in articles.*
IADC In The News

CONTINUED

The Number of 'Occurrences' Dilemma by John T. Harding, Jr. (July 8)


Defining Attorney-Client Relationships in the Electronic Age by Elizabeth S. Fitch and Theodore M. Schaer (August 26)

The IADC is investing resources into a PR firm to help place IADC members as experts in articles.

In Memoriam

We offer our sympathy to the families and friends of these IADC members.

Jay Barry Harris
Philadelphia, PA USA

George Herbert
Cave Creek, AZ USA

Albert Tait
Oklahoma City, OK USA

Troward Wells
Cary, NC USA

Are you an iPhone or iPad user? Did you know that you can create an icon on your home screen that will take you right to the IADC mobile site? Here's how:

[Instructions for adding an icon to the home screen are provided in the image.]
Click the videos below to hear from IADC member Thomas Rouhette on how membership in the IADC has helped his practice overall and Mollie Benedict on the value of the network she has developed within the IADC, particularly with other women leaders.